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Pronated Escape System (PRESS)

Allen D. I)tsselkoen* and Keith H. Heisel

Aeronautical .Svstem Division, W4"right-Patterson Air torI e Base, Ohio
and

Curtis H. SpennyN
Air Force Institute of Technology, lWright-Puter.son Air lforce Base, Ghio

Aerod'.namic and hiomechanic anal'ses are presented tor a fighter seat and escape sslem. A semi-enclosed
seat configuration is described thai provides pilot protection for ejections at a d, nimic pressure of 2(000 pf. %ell
beyond the capabilit% of existing open-seat ejection s',stems. Increased ejection perormance is achieved b,
taking adv-antage of a pronated (forward-leaning) seat configliration to increase pilot protection from wind-
stream deceleration forces, and provide sabilith in the windstream prior t o deplo ment ot the drogue chute.
These enhancements, in cenjunetion with the increased pilot C-tolerance during flight Idescribed herein), make
the concept of a pronated fighter seat %er. altractie..A computer nodel of pressure di,trihution on panels "a,
used to predict aerodN nami. forces and moments. Computer simulation of ejection d., namics was used to predict
di namic seablift).

Nomenclature lift wings, and other technological adsances that allos current

A,, =windstreani deceleration of the seat, 11/ - fighters , sustain higher g-loads; g-tolerance of the pilot
C,/ = drag coefficient frequently i, the limiting factor in utilizing an aircraft to its

C1 = rolling moment coefficient maximum capability. Since future fighters will be even more

C,. = yas ing moment coefficient maneuverable, there is need for enhancement of pilot g-toler-
(',,: = pitching nioment coefficient ance.
c-, coefficient ot pressure In addition to greater maneuverability, future fighters arel) =drag, psf expected to fly for extended period of time at speeds greater

DR (i) -dynamic response, ft than Mach 3 and dynamic pressures of 2000 psf. As averace

d - equivalent hydraulic diameter of S. ft mission speed increases, more high-speed ejections can be cs-

.' - gravitational constant, t/s peted. The majoi hazards in nign-speed ejections are I) dccel-
/t = hydrostatic column of blood, cr eration forces that may induce spinal and visceral injuries, and

A - pressure coefficient 2) increased windblast burn and flailing injuries.

M = mass, slugs The fighter seat that supports the pilot in a forssard-leaning

q dynamic pressure, psf position is particularly suited to improkiig pilot .- tolerance

S = reference seat cross-sectional area. ft: and increasing the high-speed and dynamic pressure limits on
5(1) =translation component input acting at the critical ejection, In this paper, a fighter seat design, which supports

point along the orthogonal axis of interest, ft the pilot's torso in the pronated position, is described that
w,. - undamped natural frequency of the dstmamic permits ejection at a dynamic pressure of 2000 psf, while

model, rad/s providing g-tolerance capability equivalent to that of a 61 deg
angle of attack, deg reclined seat but with improved visibility.

= sideslip angle, deg

=the angle between the panel surface and the Background
freestrearn vector, deg Currently, there are two commonly used ejection concepts:

6(t) relative distance of the hypothetical model mass encapsulated cockpits and open ejection seats. Encapsulated
due to the accelerative force input, ft cockpits eliminate windblast injuries and greatly improve pro-

0 a particular eat back/front angle, deg tection against decelerative forces due to their larger mass.
- the salue of 0 required to place the eye directly However, they impose a Firge weigh! pena!), on aircraft per-

above the aortic valve for a particular seat, deg formance. A single-seat capsule can protect a pilot for ejec-
damping coefficient of the dynamic model tions up to a dynamic pressure of 2000 psf, but its 800- to

1000-lb weight is not preferred for use in highly maneuverable
fighter aircraft.'

Inlroduclion The current state-of-the-art open ejection seat is the ACFS

A IRCRAFT maneuverability is the key to air combat supe- II. It is lightweight (151 Ib) and reclined 30 deg in the F-16 for
riority. Improvement in maneuverability generally means some enhanced pilot g-tolerance.i Hoveser, at ejection,

improvement in aircraft turn performance and an associated above 1100 psf it does not adequately protect the pilot from
increase in aircraft acceleration. With the incorporation of spinal and visceral injuries due to deceleratise forces, or flail-
more powerful engines, lightweight composite materials, high- ing injurie , due to windblast. One proposed seat design that

yields significant pilot g-toleiance is the Pelvis and Legs Lie-
Reccised Oct. 24, 1988; revision reccised March I, 1999. This paper vated (PALE) ejection seat.' The pilot's tipper torso is reclined

us declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to 65 deg to enhance pilot g-tolerance and, with some difficulty,
c.rvr,$,ht 'roteciio- 1' "e Unite could be positioned for indblast protection upon ejection.

Aircraft Design Engineer. Wright Research and De~clopment Cen coule tiondgfortiindbeautrprotectionvuponckpictsotc.
ter: Lieutenant. U.S. Air Force. Member AIAA. However, this configuration requires excessive cockpit space

tSv'stems Engineer, Wright Research and Deselopment Center, F-16 and limits the pilot's ability to see out of the aircraft.
systcms Program Office; Major, U.S. Air torce. This paper describes the Prone Escape System (PRESS,_'

:Assistani Professor. Departmenr t Aeronaunc and Astronautics, which optimizes pilot body position for g-tolerance and the
Member AtAA. ability to see ou of ihlc aircraft, as ;cll as protects him rcm
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spinal and visceral injuries due to decelcratise forces upon g-tole ance is defined as the pilot's abilits to tolerale acccl-
ejection, These benefits are realized w ithout large size or erative forces and still retain \ision and can he quantilied h.
s'.'iiht penalties, using the hydrostatic theory of blackout.' Blackout is tite

point when the pilot, while experiencing accelera ic forces,
loses sight due to a lack of blood flow to the eve. lhis theory

PRESS Description of blackout proposes that there is a direct correlation bet%%ecen
The PRESS concept was developed at the Air Force Insti- the hydrostatic column of blood supplying the eye and g-toler-

tute of Technology, Wright Patterson Air Force Base.' It was antce. The hydrosratic column h is tile magnitude of the corn-
designed for a future fighter aircraft to allow the pilot to ponent of the position sector directed from the aortic vale to
tolerate greater g-forces and safely eject at dynamic pressures tie eye that is parallel to tiltc ,1,.aft acceleration vevtor.
up to 20(0) psf. Human factor, biomechanic, aerodynamic, Figure 3 shovss an h vs relaxed g-tolerance relationship. Re-
propulsion, and control analyses yielded the PRESS seat as laxed tolerance %%as measured ,sit hout any accel-r ation pi olcc-
,hoss n in the artist's conception of Fig. 1. tion techniques or equipmen, used (i.e., anti-g suit, NI-I ma-

Two major seat components, the chest support and the ieuser, etc.).' A smaller it decreases the blood pressure needed
front cowling, significantly contribute to the advanced perfor- to suppl.,, biowd to the eye, thus increasing the g -tolerance of
mance of PRESS. These are shown in Fig. 2, a perspective the pilot. Burns hi showin a significant iniprov.emen in g ol-
sketch of the concept developed during the validation study. erance by usinrg the reclined seat position." - These studies
The chest support, which is covered with rate-dependant foam sh,os, that to reach a significant level of g-tolerance, the seat
to distribute and absorb forces, is canted forward at art angle must recline to the 60-80 deg range. Unfortunately, afterksard
such that inflight .- tolerance and ejection dynamic pressure visibility and the t'orsard ' , kpit display --> -.. - -' I __
limits -4r--"---.IV improved. lie frot cowunng ejects with the stricted at these large seat angles. A smaller h can also be
seat to provide windblast protection and aid in aerodynamic attained by leaning forward, shich is defined as the pronaed
stabilization. posit ion.

A face shield stored in the front section extends up during The nethod used by Burns was adapted to determine h for
ejection to provide windblast protection for the pilot's head. both the reclined and pronated positions at different angles.
A chin rest that conforms to the pilot's full face helmet is at Ti mean value of the vertical component of the hydrostatic
the top of the chest support. A seat pan adjusts up and down column h' is approximately 34 cm in an upright mart. The
with respect to the chest support to accommodate any size equation for ati approximate vertical hydrostatic column is
pilot. A rocket catapult is in the seat back as is a vernier
control rocket used for seat pitch control. Ejection rails are t- [ht '/cos(Oi]*cos(O -0 I)
located in the seat back to guide the seat and to assist in
seat/aircraft separation. The pilot's seat is comparable in size o is the angle that the eye is forward of a vertical line draw n
to conventional open ejection seat systems and weighs 315 lb. through the aortic %alve and is betscen 13 and 17 deg for an

upright man. The conservative value of 13 deg is used for this
g-tolerance st udy.

The g-tolerance associated with a fighter seat is directly
related to the seat-inclination angle 0. The eat anglk for a
reclinezd .= is Icfi:;e-d as the angle of the seat back measured
from the aircraft's Z-axis. This angle is negative for PRESS
due to the forward-leaning chest support.

C1

Codes
Fi1g. 2 PRESS configuration analzed in the concept validation - -

tilt. * PRlP3S in genertc cockpit (artik conception). study. id/or
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Fig. 5 SHABP input geometry model with aerocoefficients.

15 SHABP is a panel method code based on impact pressure
distributions that are converted to aerodynamic forces and

a? 101 moments. Previous work on an ACES II ejection system by
0 ., , Chaing compared the output from SHABP with wi,,d-tunnel

f AES 11 data and concluded that the program was an adequate engi-
neering tool for escape system preliminary design and develop-

0 __ __.... . .... ..___ __ment work.9

10 20 0 40 o A0 7 The PRESS input geometry shown in Fig. 5 is a simple
)LAI ANGIE Of INCLINAION (D[Q(E-) paneled representation of the seat and a 50th percentile pilot.

The modified Newtonian method was used for data computa-
Fig. 4 Comparison of h values fw, reclined and PRESS seats at tion. The pressure of high-speed flow is defined by the equa-
various seat angles. tior,

C1, K sin-'(() (2)
Since the eye is forward of the aortic valve for an upright or

vertical person, leaning forward is a more effective way to The value of the pressure coefficient established by Chaing for
decrease h. Figure 4 contains a comparison of h values be- blunt escape systems K = 1.4 was used.'
tween the Burns reclined seat and a pronated seat based on Eq. SHABP was run at supersonic conditions for various angles
(I). There is a significant difference in h between the two seats. of attack and sideslip. The coefficients are based on reference
For example, the pronated seat at -35 deg achieves roughly area S = 6.19 ft and a reference moment arm d = 2.84 ft equal
the same g-tolerance as the reclined seat at 61 deg. to the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the area.

Improving g- tolerance with a reclined or pronated position
degrades visibility. To assess the degradation, visibility was Stability Analysis
subjectively measured using a full-scale wooden mockup of The moment coefficient data for the runs are represented
the pronated seat.4 Several experienced fighter pilots were graphically in Fig. 6. The pitch trim angle is approximately 50
asked to identify appropriate seat-inclination angles. The con- deg as determined from the pitching moment coefficient C,, vs
sensus was that angles beyond -45 deg were uncomfortable a curve. The slope of the curve indicates that the seat/pilot
and would hinder the flying capability of the pilot, configuration has static longitudinal stability (aC,,/3c) for 5

A seat angle of - 35 deg, which is within this qualitatively deg _5 a :_ 85 deg and neutral stability for - 30 deg 5 a !5 5
established visibility limit, was selected for establishing deg and 85 deg s a s 95 deg. The seat has static directional
pronated seat feasibility, since its performance could then be stability ( + aCt a0) for 0 deg _0 s 7 deg and neutral stabil-
readily compared with the PALE reclined system, which hy- ity for 7 deg _5 0 s 30 deg. Because of the symmetry, this
drostatic theory predicts to have similar g-tolerance. Further result also applies for negative 0. The seat possesses neutral
research is required to quantify the tradeoff in g-tolerance and static lateral stability for 0 deg :s 0 s 12 deg and is laterally
visibility. In so doing, it is recommended that visibility be stable ( - 8Cl,/80) for 0 greater than 12 deg. Symmetry also
measured in g- loading conditions, since the ability to move the holds here.
head in the two seating positions is likely to be different. PRESS is statically stable in pitch and yaw and neutrally

stable in roll in the vicinity of the ejection attitude, and has a
Aerodynamic Analysis significant range of pitch stability that can be used to advan-

Aerodynamic data did not exist for a shape similar to tage when positioning the pilot for increased deceleration
PRESS; therefore, the Mark IV Supersonic-Hypersonic Arbi- tolerance. This is an important characteristic of the PRESS
trary-Body Program (SHABP) was used to compute the data.' seat. At dynamic pressures above 950 psf, stability is essential,
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since a drogue chute cannot be deployed without exceeding the 2---
acceleration limits of the pilot. Also, a stable ejection seat
greatly simplifies the control system required. ii

Acceleration Exposure Limits

Brinkley has related the accele&,tion cxpusuie !intits of the _

human body to the probability of injury, termed injury risk .
levels.' -0 '' His method uses a mass-spring-damper system to
model the whole-body respo;-se tc short-duration accelera- -3

!i -~tions. The equation that describes the dynamic model response T.
along each othogonal body axis is

s(t) =(t) + 2 w, (t) + (w,,)26(t) (3)

and .he dynamic response is -40 -0 4V il, Ro IlY)
A[PHA r KRE;E, [3,

DR(i) = (w,,)
26(t)/g 

(4)

The body's tolerance to short-duration acceleration depends
on the magnitude, direction, and sense of the acceleration.
Acceleration limits are generally stated for senses along three -

er .h'nl bed, axes. By convention, a left-handed body axis -

coordinate ,vstem defines the accelerations acting ori the pilot.
A + Z acceleration acts from the feet to the head and a + A'
acceleration acts from the pilot's H-ick to his fron" (i.e., eyes
out). The Y-axis is positive from the pilot's left to right.

For multiaxial acceleratio,,s, the surface of an eIlinsoidal
envelope defines the three-dimensional human accekration
exposure limits. The axes of the ellipsoid represent the axial
human exposure limits for a given injury risk level. A gisen
acceleration exceeds an injury risk level if its multiaxial com-
ponents, shen substituted into Eq. (5), cause the salue to
exceed 1.0.

TA PD P

DR.v(t) DRv ()" DRz(t) -

D~y D~> ±~-~- -2s 1.0 (5)

The subscript L refers to the limiting value of the '.-reputed
dytnamic response for the assigned injury risk lcel along the
axis of interest. Table I presents the risk levels and corre-
sponding acceleration exposure limits for each direction and ,
axis of the body. The low-, moderate-, and high-risk levels are
approximate 0.5, 5.0 and 50.OQo' probabilities of injury. The
low-risk level corresponds to acceleration conditions routinely
used in acceleration test with volunteers with no incident of
major injury. The moderate-risk level nearly corresponds to
the acceleration limits specified in the general design specifica-
tion for U.S. Air Force upward ejection seats, MIL-S-9479B,
but is more liberal for acceleration pulses with durations less-
than 0.03 s.1 -" The high-risk level is the level of acceleration ' , 4h. ,1

w\here major injuries and potentially serious conditions, such EIAl (JGI D IV ,
as cardiosascular shock or spinal fractures, are known or Fig. 6 Supersonic aerodinamic moments about the center of gravil
believed to occur. For the + Z-axis, these risk levels corre- for PRESS.
spond to the 0.5, 5.0, and 5 0 .0' 0 probability of spinal injury.

The following assumptions govern the ejection seat after
separation from the aircraft: I) After separation from the catapult guide rails, the seat

experiences only variations around the pitch axis. The simula-
tion results (discussed later) support this assumption. The
seat's angle of attack varies as it rotates to its stable pitch

Table I Acceleration exposure limits angle. Therefore, the pilot only experiences accelerations in
DR.%, DRy, DRzI the body's X-Z plane. Accelerations in the :k Y-axis are negli-

O)R, >0 DR, <f0 OR, >0 DR, <0 DR > 0 DR. <0 gible.
2) The seat restraints hold the pilot's torso during the ejec-

I o%% risk 35 29 14 14 15.2 9 tion sequence.

\thderat 3) The seat can be modeled at point mass body
risk 40 35 17 17 Is 2 4) The acceleration exposure limits of Table I, shich orig-

nate from experimental data and observations of ejections
Hi~gh ri,,k 46 46 22 22 22.Y t from conventional seats, also apply to an ejection seat with a

seat front.
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Note that Eq. (5) is based on dynamic response variables. One of the goa!s of this work was to design an ejection seat
For the purpose of this analysis, these must be related to static capahlc of operating safely up to dynamic pressure of 2000
decelerative foices. It was found in PRESS simu!ations that psf. The PRESS seat attains this goal for a range of angles of
the dynamic response can be approximated by the accelerative attack from 19-57 deg, as shown in Fig. 9 at the moderate
force in each direction at any instant of time.' Then, for the injury risk level. Thus, it is possible to exceed the stated goal
pilot's tor~o inclined at an angle from the vertical, the follow- of q = 2000 psf at the trim condition of 50 deg. The design
ing multiaxial acceleration exposure limit equation applies: concept includes an active pitch control system to reduce the

time for the seat to rotate from the orientation prior to ejec-
(A,, cos(a + +)12 (A, sin(a +0)i21 tion to trimmed attitude. Achieving the trimmed condition
____ - - -+ .0~ (6)
- DRy1

2  DRz, 2  <_ 10 6 quickly with minimal overshoot is also an important consider-
ation is designing the control system that is discussed in the

Solving fcr .4, !he equation for the acceleration limit of the next section.
pilot becomes

i1o/ cos( + 0)12 .sin(a + 0)2 (7)3
- 1.0/ O~x1

2  z,2

The acceleration limits of PRESS and ACES I1 that result 25
from evaluation of Eq. (7) at a moderate injury risk level are
plotted in Fig. 7 for angles of attack between 0 and 90 deg. 20
[he maximum acceleration in each case occurs when the spine
is perpendicular to the windstream and is equal to the DRx,_ 15
limit for DRx <0 of Table 1. In the case of ACES II, this
occurs at an angle of attack of - 30 deg, since the pilot is
realigned 30 deg from upright. For PRESS, this limit occurs at
an angle of attack of 35 deg, the negative of the seat front ACESS}
angle. This variation in angle of attack at which maximum
tolerance occurs is used as an advantage for the PRESS de-
sign, as described in the next section. 0 7fl 30 40 50 -, __ 80 _ 0

30 4 0 0 80 4C

Optimizing Windstream Deceleration Limits THETA 0(0EES)

Acceleration limits associated with windblast deceleration Fig. 7 Acceleration limits (A.) of PRESS and ACES 11.

are normally expressed as equivalent dynamic pressure limits. _ _ _

Applying Newtor's equation to the limiting drag is expressed
as 2

D=mgA,. (8) 1 3

The dyiiamic pressure determines the drag force 12

D = C,,Sq (9) ' 7

Equating these two expressions and solving for the dynamic
pressure limit in terms of the deceleration due to the wind-0
stream a .E

q - gmA ,CdS (10) -

The dynamic pressure limit is proportional to the product of 0 10 20 30 40 50 q 70 RC0
the seat mass and the acceleration exposure limit and inversely lTEA (EGRFFS)
proportional to the product of the drag coefficient and frontal Fig. 9 Drag comparison of PRESS and ACES II.
reference area, i.e., in~ersely proportional to CdS. (,, is plot-
ted in Fig. 8 as a function of angle of attack for PRESS and 30
ACES 11. The drag coefficient for PRESS was calculated using
SHABP as described previously. The drag coefficient for
ACES N was obtaincd from wind-tunnel e:xperiments.' 2400

The minimum value of CIS for PRESS occurs at an angle of _ 2'

attack of approximately 40 deg, which is near the angle at

which the acceleration exposure limit A,. is a maximum, . 800
naineiy ., tieg. Thus, the dynamic pressure limit as given by
Eq. (10) is maximum for an angle of attack between 35-40 deg. - -

as indicated by the solid curve of Fig. 9 for a 50th percentile.20"
pilot. Note that the dynamic pressure of ACES If does not 1200

have such a pronounced pcak, because minimum CdS and
maximum A. occur approximately 90 deg out of phase. The 60 PRS
existence of the higher-allowable dynamic pressure limit for Act
PRESS is the result of two factors: I) tailoring the seat shape 0o

to have minimum aerodynamic drag with the pilot's spine 0 .... .

perpendicular to the windstream, and 2) the larger mass of 0 '0 20 30 40 1k 10 70 R5 10
PRESS. ."n, DGRES)

PRESS' aerodynamic shape is trimmed to zero pitching Fig. 9 Maximum dynamic pressure limits at a moderate probability
moment at approximately 50 deg, as described previously, of Injury for the PRESS and ACES II seats.
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0--

01 ._ 4 ' 30 ' 6 9 1 15 18 21 24 217
TV;ONl ) d) Acceleration Ns lime TIME (qCONVS1

a) Pitch %s time

0

-1 6 0 1 1 4 2 ~ 3 6 9 12 15 18 2 1 2 4 2 7

TIME SFCDD', e) Dynamic pressure Ns time

h) Roll is time Fig. t0 Results of a 2000 psf ejection of PRESS.

11) _ ___Simulation and Control
2 PRESS ejections were simulated by computation techniquesV to substantiate PRESS' characteristics. fhe simulation %as

20 accomplished using the EASIEST program, wshich \%as devel-
oped by the Boeing Aircraft Company. " The simulation was

15 run from catapult initiation to stabilization in the ssindstream
to observe PRESS' dynamic characteristics and th- g-forces

~ '~Iexerted on the pilot. An important assumption required to run
~ I the simulation, and also a significant limitation, is that the

seat and man are a rigid-body combination with a constant
\ /center of gravity.'The stability analysis demonstrated that the PRESS seat

with a 50th percentile pilot should achieve a stable pitch* 1 attitude with a trim angle of attack of approximatelys 50 deg.
_________01_______________ Initial simulations shoswed that the seat rotated to thc pitch

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 3 trim angle but tumbled around ihc pi*,clt a\is, indicaisc that
WE (SECNDS there was not .niough aetodynanic damping to stop the seai at

c) 12 ss time its predicted stabiliy point. The seat needed a control systiem
to orient it to the pitch attitude o) the stable point. Further-
more, the control system would have to eliminate almost all o!

\With refinement to the ,,rod\niainic shape so that pitch the seat's angular momentutm becausc of loss aerodyNtamic
trim and minimumn drag [,othi otcut at the angle of attack damping. Control was not required in roll and yaw because
corresponding to deceleration perpendicular tn the spine, Fig. there are no large aerodynamic mnoment,, prcscnt itt these a~,;
9 shows it would be possible to achieve dynamic pressure, An alaptive pitch (angle of atiackt pitclh-ratc feedback con-
limits in excess of 2500 psf at the moderate injury risk level. troller was required as descrihcd h\ lDissclkocti ci al.' Fhe

A second adv-antage of the PRESS seat with respect to the %\-stem controls, a %ariahlc-pitcli scctori/cd noi/Ic wiih the
ACES 11 seat is that the PRESS seat experiences these higher angle and ratc input,, An adaptise gain \sas us~cd to control
dynamic pressures with the added benefit of a cowling for the large amplitude ditterencc bctssen Ioss and high-speed
windblast pru. :ction. The ACES 11 provides no such protec- aerodynamic moments. Thc control ssstcfn turn, oit When
tion. and so the pilot experiences the full brunt of the wind- the control rocket c\pires ;ipprosinatel\ (0.5 s altc; eciCtion
blast. Note that the injury risy teset presented in IFig. 9 does 1IiIIta:;on.

not inclu.de the injuries due to \k tndblast burns and flailing (see The resilts ot the simulation I see I-ig. 1t) hx all cectli
Disselkoen et al. for further discussion)I at a dynamic pressure of 20W( psI (NMach 3 and 4.4 (W0 it)I. [lit
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pitch plot demonstrates that the control system directed the References
seat to 50-deg angle of attack, and after the control system IBull, J. 0., Smyth, D. N., and Oliver, W. R., Compilation of
t'irned off the seat remained stable within :- 3 deg. Also, the Data on Crew Emergency Escape Systems, Air Force Flight Dynamics
roll and yaw plots show that the seat does not deviate signifi- Lab., Wright Patterson Air Force Base, OH, AFFDL-TR-66-150,
cantly in these axes. Note that at 2.2 s, the seat has decelerated Sept. 1986, pp. 197-208.
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